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A simple name for a simple book. Paracord bracelet instructions is a book designed to give you the
paracord bracelet designs you need as the base upon which you can build. The book is not just a
collection of paracord bracelet patterns, but a guide that shows you various ways in which you can
make bracelets. It helps you choose the supplies, decide on how to start and finish your bracelet as
well as shows you how to make a paracord bracelet in various designs.The book offers a complete
set of skills and tips needed to learn how to make paracord bracelets:- bracelet making
fundamentals- good and bad practices- how to get supplies- essential paracord bracelet designs
explained in step by step tutorials- advanced bracelet making techniques that will make your
bracelets stand out- principles of making paracord bracelets that will help you grow as a
craftsmanWith this book you will be able to consolidate your knowledge, use it as a reference book
as well as bring the paracord crafts to new audiences.
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informative............if your 'into' making these. After viewing the book,, for me, while some knotting

was not difficult, I decided it wasn't my cup of tea. I do find paracording interesting however and this
book does what it claims........instructs. Nice illustrations also.

Although I have only looked through the book (on my Kindle) and the patterns seem simple enough,
I found that when the dark color cord was used in a photograph it was difficult to see because of the
dark or black background. This makes it terribly hard to follow the simple instructions. As I am
approaching retirement at the end of my career, I am looking for a hobby that my wife and I can do
while we travel. This seems perfect if we could see the details in the photos...

There ar4e so many wonderful braclets to make in this book. The directions are detailed and easy to
folllow. I've already made 4 myself plan to make them all and share with my family. IF I can part with
them LOL! have a feeling I will be making alot of them You will to

A skill level for everyone in this book and if you like the chunky look, it is a winner indeed! I have
tried several of the patterns and am VERY pleased with my amateurish results. When I become
proficient, I will be even happier. You will love it just for the novelty of these patterns, I promise.

Initial thoughts are that it is well put together and very helpful for a wide range of readers. Helpful to
the beginner as well as those experienced in knot tiring who want to consider selling their projects.
Great job Marko!

Other books I tried left me a little missing information.. This book made it easier and cleared and I
have even been able to adapt a few things to make MORE styles. I would recommend this book for
sure!

I got this book on a whim because I'm crafty and wanted to see what they were about. After going
through the book I really want to try one now! But at least a few because the one I really want to try
is a higher difficulty. Can't wait!

Designs are good, instruction uses photos to illustrate. Dark background completely obscures the
darker cord making them useless. A lighter choice would have made this book worth having.
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